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Club Meeting Information
April Meeting Summary
The minutes from the April meeting can be found at the end of this newsletter.

Next Meeting – The After Hours Hangar, Orchard Road
Tuesday the 10th of May. Please arrive at 7:30pm; meeting starts at 8pm. This month we’re in for a real treat
with a not to be missed presentation of the CUC Poor Knights Trip over Waitangi weekend in February!

New Members
A new membership application has been received from Peter Kraak.
Peter is interested in cray fishing, spearfishing, scallop and scenic diving. He joined the club to socialise and
meet new dive buddies.

Lodge Report
The vinyl floors received a bit of tlc lately with a good ole polish. The kitchen, upstairs toilet and Annex vinyl
floors are now spick and span! Two new toilets have also been installed in the lodge replacing toilets that
had been damaged.
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Trips and Events
Please make sure you check the website for trips and events or contact Mark Ewing or Gareth Halliburton on
the email addresses below if you have any trips queries.



Gareth - GarethHa@fcc.co.nz
Mark - m.ewing@ewings.co.nz

Some upcoming trips include;
 Mikhail Lermontov Trip – Show weekend (Now Full!)
 Fiordland 2017
 Solomon Islands 2018
Register your interest for upcoming trips with Gareth or Mark.
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May Recipe
Sent in by Warren Price

Chargrilled Kingfish with chickpea, tomato and
cumin salad and parsley aioli
Ingredients – Serves 6
Chickpea, tomato and cumin salad













440g cooked chickpeas
400g vine ripened tomatoes - quartered
¾ cup thinly sliced red onion
½ cup roughly chopped coriander
½ cup roughly chopped fresh mint
Zest of two lemons
1 ½ tbsp. freshly roasted ground cumin seeds
2 tsp sugar
1/3 cup lemon juice
½ cup olive oil
Sea salt & black pepper
Tabasco sauce
Cooking & serving

Aioli










1 cup mayonnaise
¾ cup Italian parsley
1 tbsp finely chopped garlic

6 x 150g kingfish portions
Cooking oil
Sea salt & ground black pepper
Chickpea, tomato & cumin salad
Lemon wedges

Method
For the salad:
If using tinned chickpeas, drain and rinse under cold water in a sieve, then pr into a large mixing bowl. Take
the tomato quarters and place on top of the chickpeas. Add red onion, chopped coriander and mint, lemon
zest, ground cumin seeds, sugar, lemon juice and olive oil. Carefully mix together, season with salt and
pepper and add a few drops of tabasco to your desired heat. Cover and keep in the fridge for at least an
hour.
For the aioli:
Pour all but a couple of tablespoons of mayonnaise into a mizing bowl. Place parsley in the food processor
with a small amount of mayonnaise. Process until the parsley is finely mulched and smooth. Mix this into the
rest of the mayonnaise with the garlic and refrigerate until required.
Cooking and serving:
Heat up a chargrill barbeque or skillet tomedium to hot. Brush a little cooking oil on the kingfish portions and
season with salt and pepper. Cook the kingfish on both sides until just cooked through. Divide up the
chickpea salad onto plates, top with a piece of chargrilled kingfish and add a dollop of aioli and a wedge of
lemon to finish.
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Safety section
Diving safety has been quite topical lately and the Club were fortunate to have Senior Sergeant Bruce Adams
of the NZ Police National Dive Squad take time out of his busy schedule and travel to Christchurch from
Wellington to present at our club night in April. Below is a summary of his presentation.

Police National Dive Squad – Water Safety Presentation
April 12th 2016, Canterbury Underwater Club, Christchurch

Due to the recent spate of diving incidents in New Zealand, the Police National Dive Squad were keen to talk
to divers about what we can do to stay safe in the water and discuss some common contributors, oversights
and complacencies.
Sergeant Adams started the presentation with a brief history of the NZ Police National Dive Squad. Police
Dive teams were formed in Wellington and Christchurch in early 1970. Sergeant Adams has been a member
of the Dive Squad himself since 1992 after joining the Police in 1990. There are 4 fulltime members in
Wellington with 15 members in total including admin and support staff.
Roles of the Dive Squad include but are not limited to;
Saving lives, body recovery, recording and recovery of evidence, security searches, safety support for
operations and recovery of property.
Some equipment used in the above tasks includes;
Scuba and surface supply equipment, video and still cameras, metal detecting equipment, contaminated
water and confined diving gear and dry suits, underwater communications systems and search equipment,
mixed breathing gases, compressors, lift bags, suction dredge, sonar and diver location equipment such as
pingers.
In 2015 there were 9 underwater deaths. Two of these were free divers, five were scuba divers and two
were snorkelers. There have been 7 deaths in 2016 so far including three free divers and four scuba divers.
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The Police National Dive Squad assists the Police and reports to the Coroner. In the last 5 years they assisted
in the investigation of 39 fatalities. Below are some of the common findings.

Some recommendations by the Squad are to stay with your buddy and carry only one catch bag between you
when hunting under water. Also don’t bow to peer pressure or pressure to provide food for the table if
you’re uncomfortable in any way with the dive. Small items at the surface can escalate under water.
Some other recommendations are outlined below:
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The following table is from the Police National Dive Squad summarising deceased diver investigations. The
totals column shows the number of divers who were found to have died with the adjacent recommendation
found to be a contributing factor during the period from 2006 to 2015.

RECOMMENDATIONS

TOTALS

Dive with a dive buddy and remain with the buddy including during the ascent and descent
Ensure persons are medically fit to dive. Dive medicals must be done on a regular basis and redone if
there are any changes in health
Complete pre-dive equipment tests on their own and dive buddy's equipment - including for leaks,
size, air quality
Divers must ensure they are correctly weighted and are neutrally buoyant on the surface
Ensure equipment is regularly serviced
Divers should not dive with faulty equipment if a fault is detected pre-dive
Dive within dive experience and qualifications. Divers should complete recognised training courses
Plan to be on surface when contents reach 50Bar
Divers should monitor gauges throughout the dive, both their own and those of their dive buddy
Divers must have a dive plan that all divers/boat men in the party are aware of. The plan should
include procedures in event of an emergency
All divers must carry a knife that is easily accessible
Divers should have and be familiar with their dive computer or watch and know how it operates, and
follow the recommendations given by the device
If the diver has had an extended break from diving a refresher course should be conducted, or
consider shallow 'work-up' dives.
Divers should be completely familiar with their dive equipment
Never exceed safe ascent rates
Divers should monitor time and depth and avoid diving close to or exceeding their maximum limits of
depth, time and experience
Catch bags should not be attached to the diver
Never dive within 8-10 hours of consuming alcohol
Divers should be aware of and practice emergency drills
If a diver feels unwell before or during a dive, the dive should be aborted
Seek medical advice if diving while using prescription drugs and never dive after taking
illegal/recreational drugs
Divers must check/monitor weather and sea conditions. If in doubt don't go out.
All diving should be conducted with methods taught by training agencies
Wear fins while diving
Free divers should incorporate a one diver up and one diver down routine and rotate at regular
intervals. This gives the diver time to recover and expel excess carbon built up from the dive
Dive with a source of light (torch, chemical glow stick) in low light conditions
Dive watches should be worn to ensure divers do not exceed their allowable time
All charter companies are to keep dive brief records for a minimum of two years
If a diver becomes panicked or in difficulty, stop, rest and work through the problem. Abandon the
dive
Divers should wear a buoyancy compensator device (BCD) and inflate the BCD on the surface so they
can float
Divers should end their dive if separated from their dive buddy
Proper dive training must be completed
When using the ‘one up one down’ diving principle it is important to ensure that the diver who is
monitoring from the surface maintains visual contact with the submerged diver until the surface and
remain surfaced for a period of at least one minute
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Dive industry recommends that divers seek medical advice regarding diving once over 45 years of age,
or when they have changes in health
Use a weight belt with a quick release buckle
If a diver gets into difficulty the weight belt and catch bag should be abandoned immediately
All dive stores are to have current air purity certificates
Always answer dive medical questions honestly. Seek medical advice prior to diving if personal
medical or health circumstances change
The diver should always constantly review their weight in relation to the diving they are conducting.
Ideally the diver should manage their weight so that they can maintain a neutral hover point in the
water at approximately 30-40% of the depth they will dive
Ensure your dive experience is clear to those planning or organising the dive trip
Do not enter the water in adverse dive conditions
Do not enter the water if you are not confident
Divers need to monitor their air supply
All diving should be conducted with well-maintained equipment that is serviced annually
Only equipment that is correctly fitted should be used.
When on the surface, divers should breathe from a snorkel to conserve air.
Regular breaks scheduled into the diving day and dives. A break on the surface of at least a minute is
enough to replenish oxygen levels in the body reducing the risk of shallow water blackout.
Divers should conduct on-line research into dive companies they intend to dive with
Divers who witness unacceptable practices either in New Zealand or overseas should report these
issues or practices
A non-diving boat-person to remain in the vessel and monitor the divers’ activity and position
Vessels must have a method of communication to call for assistance
Do not remove dive equipment (regulators/BCD) during a dive)
Possibility of placing a 'shot' rope as a guide when ascending to the surface
Buddy teams/pairs should follow the most conservative dive computer/tables
Divers need to follow their dive plan
If shot ropes are used, excess rope must be tied inboard to avoid entanglement
Consider diving in pairs with an observer/surface spotter monitoring the diver
Divers should complete work-up dives before completing deep technical dives
When penetrating a wreck divers should carry two torches
Divers should respond to ascent alarms on their dive computers
The CUC would like to extend a huge thank you to Sergeant Adams for presenting to the club. It was a very
interesting and informative night and we had a full house at the Airport Hangar including attendance of
visitors and members from other local dive clubs.
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Tech section
Below is an article by Vanessa Richardson on www.undercurrent.org discussing the mistakes made by divers
who were untrained and inexperienced to carry out the dive they executed. This article continues to
highlight the theme of this month’s safety issues regarding diving within your training limits and comfort
zones.

A Tragedy of Dive Errors
By Vanessa Richardson.
When dive industry professionals gather to create a quality film showing off dive gear in a beautiful dive
setting, you would think they'd have the sense to hire the right people to make it, that the dives are planned
in advance, and everyone is aware of what the others will be doing during the dives. It's called common
sense, right? In this case, there was pretty much a total lack of common sense in the planning for a dive film
to be made in French Polynesia, and that led to a gasp-inducingly inept dive in March 2012 - as well as what
could be the largest payout ever to settle a dive-injury-related lawsuit.
To celebrate its 40th anniversary, Bare Sports, which makes wetsuits and dive accessories, hired Bonnier
Corporation, the publisher of Scuba Diving magazine, to create something memorable to commemorate the
event. Bonnier decided to use one of its divisions, Warren Miller Entertainment, which makes action sport
films, to create a "webisode" film featuring Bare Sports' dive gear. They decided to shoot it at Rangiroa Atoll,
220 miles northeast of Tahiti, and specifically in Tiputa Pass, a deep, wide passage with a current that can rip
at 10 knots when it flows from the ocean to the lagoon, making it a gathering spot for sharks, eagle rays and
other majestic predators. But its depths and strong current means Tiputa Pass is not a good site for standard
open water divers to jump into unprepared.

Picture Above – Tahitian Dive Sites
In early 2012, Bonnier and Warren Miller put together its team for the film, which included Michael Prickett,
a Hawaii resident hired to be an underwater cameraman for the Tiputa Pass shoot. They also hired the
Rangiroa-based dive operator Top Dive to conduct and supervise the webisode dives. On March 13, Prickett
arrived in Rangiroa, along with Tim Willison, who worked for Warren Miller Entertainment, Peter Falk, who
worked for Bare Sports, and Ryan Miyamoto, another freelance cameraman. They met Top Dive employees
Nicolas Bernard and Audrey Clement, who would be modeling Bare Sports gear in the webisode. As
divemaster, Bernard would be in charge of the filmed dives.
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The divemasters didn't bother to ask beforehand whether their passengers were certified nitrox divers none were.
Later that day, Prickett, Falk, Miyamoto, Bernard and Clement motored out to Tiputa Pass for the first
webisode dive. The Top Dive crew filled the tanks with a 32-percent mix of nitrox, but neither Bernard nor
his staff bothered to ask beforehand whether their passengers were certified nitrox divers - none were.
Bernard and Clement told Prickett to use a Suunto Vytec dive computer, while Falk used a Suunto Cobra
computer. However, if the divemasters had bothered to ask whether the men knew how to use those
computers, they would have learned that Prickett had never used a dive computer. Bernard led three divers
through the dive (Falk didn't dive that day), and they stayed close together, following and filming dolphins.

Pictures Above – Rangiroa Atoll and Tiputa Pass
On March 14, the group motored back to Tiputa Pass, when the outgoing ebb tide significantly reduced the
visibility due to the detritus and debris coming from the lagoon (sport divers always ride it when the tide is
coming in and the water is clearer). Bernard announced that it would be a drift dive. Neither Prickett nor Falk
had the experience to do a drift dive in Tiputa's strong current. Bernard had not prepared a pre-planned dive
profile or even prescribed a maximum depth or time for that second dive. He had programmed Prickett and
Falk's computers, but he set Prickett's Vytec computer in meters, and Falk's Cobra computer in feet, without
telling the men about the differences. He gave the group a short pre-dive briefing and told Prickett,
Miyamoto and Falk to go over the side first so they could shoot his and Clement's entry into the water from
below. However, after everyone was in the water, Falk immediately had problems with his mask and
returned to the surface. Prickett followed him up to see if he could help. After Falk got a new mask from the
boat, both men re-descended, only to discover that Bernard had already finned off with Miyamoto and
Clement to see dolphins.
Setting off in search of their divemaster, Prickett and Falk descended to 50 feet, then found themselves in a
strong down current, at the peak of the outgoing tide, which dragged them down to 65 metres - their Nitrox
32-percent mix only allowed for a maximum depth of approx. 30 metres.
Neither man knew how to use his dive computer, and when they compared what they were looking at, they
thought they weren't reading it right, because they didn't know Bernard had programmed one in feet and
the other in meters. Falk started breathing too rapidly and quickly ran through most of his nitrox. Back at 30
metres, Falk signalled his depth to Prickett, who saw Falk's pressure reading and realized he did not have
enough gas to reach the surface on his own.
Giving up his search for Bernard, Prickett took hold of an agitated Falk and started to ascend, buddy
breathing with Falk, who had run out of gas. Because Falk was breathing too quickly, Prickett's air also ran
out at 10 metres. Hence the dilemma: drown or risk getting bent from the rapid ascent. With no choice, both
rushed to the surface.
At the surface, they saw the boat and shouted until it motored over to get them. Unfortunately, the driver,
Manu, didn't speak much English, and neither of the two divers could make him understand the DCS that
loomed over them. As soon as the men climbed into the boat, Prickett started feeling the tell-tale muscle
pain, vertigo and the lower body numbness of DCS. But instead of rushing them back to shore, a nonunderstanding Manu kept looking for Bernard, Clement and Miyamoto, who were still in the water. The
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three eventually surfaced some distance away. By the time Manu got them aboard, Prickett was suffering
severe DCS symptoms in his central nervous system. Before the group could find a safe spot safe to try an
emergency, in-water recompression, Prickett fell to the deck, paralyzed and unconscious.
Bernard said he thought Prickett had 25 years of diving experience. Prickett said his 25 years was as a surfing
cameraman.
Top Dive had no recompression facilities, so the two men's treatment was delayed for hours until they could
be flown back to Tahiti, where they underwent recompression treatment. Falk spent only three days in the
hospital, but Prickett stayed there for more than a month and left in a wheelchair. Prickett, who still can't
walk, still suffers from muscular spasms, vertigo and incontinence, and has permanent injuries to his lungs,
back, and legs. He has incurred a pile of medical bills for surgeries, nursing, drugs and physical therapy, and
his career as a cameraman is over.
Prickett filed suit in California's Superior Court, claiming gross negligence by Bare Sports, Bonnier and
Warren Miller Entertainment for, among other things, failing to select a safe dive site, not checking their
contractors' dive experience and training in nitrox or dive computers, and sending them overboard alone
into a deep, dangerous current without any markers or signalling devices.
During the police investigation, Bernard said he was unaware Falk and Prickett had gone down after
changing out a mask, but that didn't stop him from continuing his dive - a violation, per French Polynesia law,
of his role as divemaster to supervise all divers and make the group surface. Bernard said he thought he was
in the presence of experienced divers, and that Prickett had 25 years of experience. Prickett said he was only
a standard open water diver, and his 25 years of experience was as a surfing cameraman. Falk had less than
15 dives, none from a boat, none drift diving, and none with a diving computer. And despite Bernard having
set a dive profile for 25 metres, he brought Miyamoto, who only had less than five dives and was only
certified to 18 metres max, down to 40 metres.

Pictures Above – Rangiroa Dive showing the severity of the currents and a dive with the dolphins
Bernard admitted he hadn't told the three divers beforehand that they were going to breathe nitrox. What's
more, a dive expert who checked the gear testified that Falk's computer had been calibrated for a 31percent breathing mix while the actual breathing mix was 32 percent. That would cause the dive computer
to register a deeper maximum depth than the depth required by the actual mix used. Falk's hyperoxic
threshold was surpassed by as much as 260 percent. The same applied to Prickett's computer, but it
indicated he was making an air dive, not a nitrox dive.
Because Bernard had programmed both of their computers, and set one to display depth in feet, the other in
meters, this added to the two divers' confusion underwater. The dive expert also testified that the dive
profiles recorded by Bernard's and Clement's computers showed totally different dives than the three other
divers, a sign that they had been independent and had not dived the same dive. They had not been under
divemaster supervision.
To top it off, investigators found that certification cards of most Top Dive's instructors were no longer valid,
due mostly to their not having medical check-ups. Furthermore, the dives recorded on their computers
grossly surpassed the depths to which open water dive clients are permitted to descend. Top Dive's records
showed that they frequently had more divers in groups than were permitted.
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Bernard was indicted by Tahiti's criminal court in January 2013 for the many errors he made on that dive.
The trial has been postponed until later this year. Currently, he and Clement are still listed on Top Dive's
website as running its Rangiroa dive operation.
Back in California, Prickett's civil trial started last December. Experts called in to testify opined that the
parties involved in the making of the film did a poor job in pre-planning and failed to hire experienced divers
who knew what they were doing.
"Bonnier and, through their subsidiary, Warren Miller Entertainment, were the ones that selected everybody
who was going to be involved in this," Bret Gilliam, a defense dive expert witness for Bare Sports (and an
Undercurrent contributor) testified during the November 2014 pre-trial deposition. "What they did was
basically made a poor selection. The Top Dive unit wasn't properly prepared or qualified for what they were
being asked to do. They didn't have the proper equipment or the proper protocols for supervision and
response, and they had no aspect of foreseeable contingency protocols in place. In addition, the supervisory
role that should have been played by some members of the Top Dive team was essentially omitted
completely because they tried to use Nicolas Bernard and Audrey Clement as diving supervisors when, in
fact, their primary role was trying to serve as on-camera talent. It's a hopeless contradiction. It doesn't
work."
But Bonnier and Warren Miller Entertainment hold the ultimate responsibility, because no one on their
teams for the Bare Sports film had a diving background. "They seemed to think this was something they
could do just like they might do a surf film or a ski film," Gilliam testified. "I don't think they were capable of
assessing Top Dive." In fact, Top Dive ultimately was chosen by the Tahiti Tourism Board because they were
willing to swap their services for nothing, only film footage.
"I've been involved in scores of filming projects . . . ." Gilliam testified. "We're trying to get the most qualified
team who thoroughly understands not only the responsibilities . . . that support getting the project done, but
also the necessary response and protocols for contingencies, foreseeable hazards, how they're going to
respond to that. From what I can see, every step of the way here, we have no one who really was capable of
making that assessment. Willison, who identifies himself specifically as the producer and director, has no
diving background whatsoever. I don't see how they could have made any evaluation because they didn't
know what they were doing."

Pictures Above – Rangiroa Dive sites
The trial lasted five weeks. Then on January 13, the second day of jury deliberations, Bonnier, fearing the
verdict wouldn't go its way, decided to settle. Prickett later allowed the settlement documents to be
unsealed, and court records showed that Bonnier paid $7.5 million to Prickett, with Bare Sports paying
another $300,000. That amount is the most on record paid out for a dive-related injury case. While it goes a
long way toward compensating Prickett for losing the profession he's had for 25 years, it came at the tragic
expense of his health - and through the malfeasance of companies that should have known to hire the right
people to make an underwater film in a strong current.
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Committee Notices
CUC Caps and Beanies
The Club has these fantastic caps and beanies for sale at just $17 each. Please contact somebody on the
committee if you’re interested in getting your hands on one as the weather turns cooler.

Links
For member and lodge booking information and upcoming event information check out our website:
http://cuctest.com/

Also visit our Facebook page for the latest trip reports and other news!
https://www.facebook.com/CanterburyUnderwaterClub

Lodge Bookings
Please note that the Lodge has been booked on the 4th and 5th March for anyone interested in helping out at
the working bee.

Oxygen Administration
The following club members are qualified to administer oxygen if the need arises on club dive trips.
Gareth Halliburton
Mark Ewing
Phil Baker
Lynette Baker
Laurence Sunshine
Melissa Alps
Colin Wadeson
Louis Kimber
Richard Chitty
Steve Curry
Lesley Curry
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Club night supper and raffle prizes
Canterbury Stone Piling has offered to continue sponsoring the monthly club night suppers and raffle prizes.

For more information call 03 323 9960 or 027 323 9962
www.canterburystonepiling.co.nz

Canterbury Stone Piling is a local specialist
ground improvement company focused on
providing high quality, economical,
engineered solutions to Christchurch’s TC3
land conditions allowing the use of more
traditional and affordable foundation
solutions without the need for excavations
and offers council consent exemptions at
no cost

General Notices
TecFest 2016 – 6th – 8th May
Tecfest is now full! There are a number of CUC members attending TecFest this year so watch this space next
month for a report on all goings on at the event! http://www.tecfestnz.com/

Coast New Zealand – TV One Tuesdays at 8.30pm
The iconic TV show Coast is now on New Zealand’s shores! Coast follows Neil Oliver on an adventure around
New Zealand’s wild and stunning coastline with special guests along the way including Christchurch’s very
own Matt Carter.
Tune in to TV One on Tuesday nights from 8.30pm to 9.30pm. If you’ve missed the first couple of episodes
you can see them here on TVNZ On Demand - https://www.tvnz.co.nz/ondemand/coast-new-zealand
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Information on local and regional dive shops involved with the Canterbury
Underwater Club
Local
Dive HQ Christchurch
Dive HQ Christchurch is a PADI 5 star IDC centre located at 103 Durham St South, Sydenham, Christchurch.
Dive HQ have offered a percentage rebate to our club for all club member purchases made with the
exception of trips and items that are already on sale. Call the friendly team Free on 0800 DIVEHQ (348347),
03 379-5804 or check out their website www.diveskiworld.co.nz

Deep Blue Diving
Deep Blue Diving is located at 251 Blenheim Road, Christchurch. Canterbury U/W club members receive a
discount on air fills, hydro and visual testing on proof of membership. Call Jun on 03 332 0898 for more
information or check out www.deepbluediving.co.nz

Underwater Sports, Christchurch
Underwater Sports is a dive shop at 25 Coleridge Street, Christchurch. Contact Paul Roberts and the team on
03 964 4444 for all your recreational and commercial diving equipment needs or visit
www.underwatersports.co.nz
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Regional
Go Dive Marlborough - Picton
Go Dive Marlborough is an SDI/TDI and PADI diver training and charter facility. Canterbury U/W club
members receive a discount on air fills on proof of membership. The shop is located at 66 Wellington Street,
Picton in the RSA building. Call Free on 0800 GODIVE (463 483) or 03 573 7831 or visit www.godive.co.nz

Dive Kaikoura
Dive Kaikoura is a PADI 5 star dive centre located on Yarmouth Street, Kaikoura. Nigel and Kelly are
always on hand to cater for your dive training and equipment needs. Call Free on 0800 348 352 or 03
319 6622 or visit www.divekaikoura.co.nz

Dive Insurance

The Divers Alert Network (DAN) is your scuba diving safety association. DAN provides protection for scuba
divers with Worldwide Emergency Evacuation Coverage (with your DAN Membership) and optional Dive
Injury Insurance Plans, for chamber and hospital costs following a covered diving accident.
Joining DAN (Membership and Dive Injury Insurance) gives you peace of mind. It allows you to enjoy your
scuba diving knowing you will be looked after in the event of a diving incident, wherever you are in the
world, 24-hours a day, 7 days a week.
Why DAN? With 30+ years’ experience helping sick and injured scuba divers worldwide, DAN are the experts
in diving accident management. Visit http://www.danap.org/ for more information.
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Comedy Corner
The Colour Coordinated Captain

A Captain was walking on his ship when a soldier rushes to him and exclaims, "An enemy ship is approaching
us!"
The Captain replies calmly, "Go get my red shirt." The soldier gets the shirt for the Captain.
The enemy ship comes in and heavy rounds of fire are exchanged. Finally, the Captain and his crew win.
The soldier says, "Congrats sir, but why the red shirt?" The Captain replies, "If I got injured, my blood
shouldn't be seen, as I didn't want my men to lose hope."
Just then, another soldier runs up and says, "Sir, we just spotted another twenty enemy ships!" The Captain
calmly replies, "Go bring my yellow pants."

Politically Correct
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Xanto’s Column

Xanto is the Canterbury Underwater Club’s Resident Spy. Below is his report on goings on!
A recent dive trip started off as one of those days for a member who started out by putting their wetsuit on
back to front…
Another member was so excited to get into his new dry suit he forgot to take his clothes off first!

The CUC Quizzler
1. What country, which belonged to Denmark, was proclaimed
and independent republic in 1944?
2. In which city was the Titanic built?
3. Which city was the capital of Australia from 1901 to 1927?
4. What does the abbreviation DSMB mean?
5. What is the singular of Scampi?
Answers at the end of the newsletter
Categories
1. Close up / macro (any subject). Prize of $75
2. Fish study (marine life being the primary
subject). Prize of $75
3. Diver study (diver or free diver being the
primary subject). Prize of $75
4. Any underwater scene. Prize of $75
5. Any entry in the above 4 categories will be
judged for Overall Best Photo. Prize of $100
That's up to $400 up for grabs.
General Rules:
- Photos must be from anytime between
the 12 month period from 01 June 2015 to 31
May 2016.
- Entries close 10 June 2016.
- Contestants must compose the photograph
and trigger the camera themselves.
- Images can be enhanced but no imaging to be
added or removed from photos.
- Contestants may enter a maximum of two
photos per category.
- Amateur* photographers only.
- Judging of each category except the Overall
Best Photo will be by “likes” on Facebook.
- The Overall Best Photo will be judged by
award winning photographer Andy Belcher.
*Amateur determined as someone who does
not make their livelihood from photography
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Canterbury Underwater Club Inc - Lodge Information
The Canterbury Underwater Club Lodge offers a fantastic facility to both members and non-members with
dedicated boat parking, gear washing facilities, fish filleting stations, crayfish cooker and a communal
cooking and living area.
The lodge can sleep a maximum of 20 people in its five rooms,
specific rooms can be requested when booking but may
change to accommodate the numbers of person in a party.
The Annex rooms (11 to 16) can sleep up to 16 people and will
be reserved for members only unless the entire Lodge has
been pre-booked for a Group.
This will not apply to holiday weekends and may be varied for
either of the above if the lodge is only or likely to be partially
occupied during your stay.
Please *remember* that you need to bring your own linen and bedding.

Member Rates
Members and Partners $15.00 per person per night
Child 5-17 years
$5.00 per child per night
Child Under 5
Free

Member Cancellation Policy
Prior to mid-day on the day of arrival
No Charge
Later than mid-day on the planned day of arrival
1 night charged
Cancellation of a Booking for a holiday weekend must be done 3 days prior to the planned day of arrival or a
two night penalty charge will apply if the beds booked cannot be re-let. The booking agent will advise the
Treasurer and Secretary in these events.

Non-Member Rates
Adult
$26.00 per person per night
Child 5-17 years $10.00 per child per night
Child Under 5
Free
Vouchers can be used for non-members (for a stay when accompanied by a member) but will be redeemed
at the non-member price.

Non-Member Cancellation Policy
Cancellation of bookings and refund of deposits will be as per standard motel practice for Groups or
Individuals.

Lodge Booking Information
Bookings are handled by the Norfolk Pine Motel. To lessen the impact on them in the running of their own
business, we kindly ask that you respect the following instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

E-mail is the preferred booking method.
Phone bookings should be made no later than 7pm and no earlier than midday.
Please do NOT use the motel’s 0800 number; doing so will incur a $4 charge.
Please let Norfolk Pine know how many people in your group so they can allocate beds and also the
member/non-member make up of your party.
5. Payment must be made upon collection of keys – Vouchers, Cash or Cheque only please, NO EFTPOS.
6. Uplift keys before 8pm; please phone them if you are running late.
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Ron Zhang , Norfolk Pine Motel
124 The Esplanade
Kaikoura
p: 03 319 5120
f: 03 319 6405
e: norfolkpine@clear.net.nz

General Lodge Rules and Obligations for ALL Users











No Pets of any description to be taken onto or into any part of Club Lodge facilities.
Any visiting guests may not over-night at the lodge unless booking and registration is completed at
Norfolk Pine Motel prior to 8.00 pm and it does not interfere with any other persons booking.
No smoking is permitted at the Club Lodge.
Alcohol consumption is permitted in moderation.
General noise to be kept to a minimum late in the evening to be respectful to others staying at the
lodge.
No undersize Fish/Crayfish/Shellfish or excess quota of any species to be kept at the club lodge.
BBQ and Crayfish Cooker are only to be used outside.
Clean up when you leave. There are no cleaners. We are totally reliant on club users.
Keys must be returned to Norfolk Pine on the day of departure, lost keys will incur a $25.00 fee.
Please direct any complaints (other than minor booking issues), suggestions or issues with the lodge
facilities to a committee member.

These conditions of use of the Lodge are authorized by the President, Treasurer, and Secretary of the
Canterbury Underwater Club Inc. and take effect from 01-06-2015.
Signed on behalf of the executive of the committee:
Mark Buckland - Treasurer
Dated: 01-06-2015 Updated 01-06-2015
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Committee Members 2015 – 2016
Committee members are here to help if you have any questions about the club or any of our facilities.

Position

Name

Contact Details

President

Wayne Lester

p: 03 342 4949 m: 021 436 913
e: president@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

Vice President

Warren Price

p: 03 354 5522 m: 0274 821 866
e: warren@bfis.co.nz

Secretary

Lynette Baker

p: 03 965 3454 m: 021 058 3566
e: secretary@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

Treasurer

Mark Buckland

p: 03 322 9335 m: 027 706 5516
e: treasurer@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

Support Treasurer

Ted Loughnan

e: tedloughnan56@gmail.com

Editor

Lesley Curry

m: 021 246 4689
e: editor@canterburyunderwater.org.nz

Committee
Lodge Custodian

Phil Baker

p: 03 965 3454 m: 0272 555 074
e: unfehlbar@xtra.co.nz

Committee
Trips Co-ordinator

Mark Ewing

p: 03 980 3002 m: 021 222 1672
e: m.ewing@ewings.co.nz

Committee
Trips Co-ordinator

Gareth
Halliburton

m: 021 668 412
e: garethha@fcc.co.nz

Committee

Laurence
Sunshine

m: 022 487 3906
e: laurencesunshine@gmail.com

Committee

Melissa Alps

p: 022 0842 716
e: millymousealps@hotmail.com

Committee

David Jones

p: 03 3603066 m: 027 447 3437
e: david.jones@z.co.nz

Committee

Steve Curry

m: 027 323 9962
e: stephencurry50@gmail.com

Assistant Lodge Custodian
(non-Committee)

Ian Waite

p: 03 308 8866 m: 021 355 379
e: ianwaite@canterburyunderwater.org.nz
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CANTERBURY UNDERWATER CLUB
Minutes of Club Meeting – 12th April 2016
Meeting opened 8.00 pm
Wayne opened the meeting, thanked everyone for attending.
Approximately 65 attended with 22 guests
Guest: Senior Sergeant Bruce Adams of NZ Police Dive Squad, Bennie Lee, Steve Ryder, Michael Greed, Ian
Esson, Peter Kraak, Kristine Kraak, Tony Visker, Mark Kingston, Gavin Sheppard, Kirsty Thompson, Zoe
Fowler, Rob Hoare, Patrick Rose, Ethan Collands, Peter Almond, Jon Field, Reuben Carr, Graham Esker, Dave
Stevens, Brooke Thorpe, Linton Morgan.
Apologies: Grant Prebble, Andrew Lester, Nigel Elson, Joan Werner
Apologies accepted by Wayne, Seconded by Warren
Reading and Approval of Previous club Meeting Minutes from: 8.3.2016
The minutes were taken as read and accepted. Moved by Steve and seconded by Richard
Matters arising from previous minutes: None
Trip reports/events:
Club trips – Gareth reported that there have been a lot of dives the last month. Facebook messenger is
proving to a good way to communicate about diving trips. If you would like to join in with this group online
please give your names to either Gareth or David Jones.
Trips will also be put on the events calendar on the website.
David Jones reported about the safety dives he and a few members have done at Lake Coleridge and
Kaikoura with the emphasis on practicing skills, routines and safety procedures.
Long term planed dives




Show weekend (11th-13th November) Dive the Lermontov is full. However for those who are
interested, Gareth could organise another trip, but would need at least 5 divers. If members are
interested in this please contact Gareth
2017 – Fiordland. Live-aboard diving for a week. Expressions of interest are now being taken.
2018 – Solomon Islands?

Brian Franks has 3 spaces available for live-aboard diving in Fiordland during September-October. $2,800.
Contact Brian if you are interested.
Dive trip in August to Fiji – Contact Dive HQ
Any more ideas please contact Gareth, especially if you have a boat and would like to take members.
Member Dives
 No dives were discussed
General Business
Engagement: Gareth and Danielle are now engaged. Congratulations to them from the club.
Fishing Magazines and Spear gun protective tips have been supplied by Larry.
Oxygen Kit: Wayne reminded people that the oxygen kit can only be used by people who are qualified to
administer oxygen and have shown this qualification to the committee.
Beanies and Caps: Beanies and Caps for sale $17.00
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Entertainment Book: Emma and Mel will now be organising the entertainment books this year. Wayne
reminded members that this is the only form of fundraising we do and to please support the club and
encourage your friends to buy from us.
Supper and Raffle; This is still kindly supplied by Canterbury Stone Piling.
Thank you to members for working behind the bar and organising the cleaning.
Meeting closed 8.20pm
Wayne called the official part of the meeting closed, and welcomed Bruce of the NZ Police National Dive
Squad to speak about the work of the Dive Squad and the statistics of the recent fatalities.
Raffle
1st - Vinni (Meat), 2nd - David (Wine), 3rd – David (Wine), 4th Michael L (Wine)
5th – Richard C (Chocolates) 6th Warren P (vouchers)

The CUC Quizzler Answers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Iceland
Belfast
Melbourne
Delayed or Deployable Surface Marker Buoy
Scampo
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